Documents form a unique textual category, which deserves scholarly attention in its form-, content-, and context-related dimensions. Although over the last decades, the “government of paper” (Matthew S. Hull) in colonial and post-colonial bureaucracies has received considerable scholarly attention, the practices of documentation in pre-modern societies in South Asia still largely remain unexplored. The study of such documents is therefore a challenging field. It opens up new perspectives in the study of South Asian religions and societies which until now have only rarely been explored by Indologists and other textual scholars of South Asia.

Usually documents exhibit formal features that are highly specific, depending on their historical and local surroundings. However, to a considerable extent, they follow common principles and standards. Documents in pre-modern South Asia, for instance, are often multilingual and influenced by the different trans-local administrative traditions, Persian or British, of the sub-continent. Regarding their contents, such documents can cover a large range of topics, which could be called in modern Western terms juridical/legal, administrative or religious without, however, exhibiting neat separations between these fields.

The proposed conference is organized under the auspices of the project “Documents on Religion and Law of Pre-modern Nepal” (www.haw.uni-heidelberg.de/forschung/forschungsstellen/nepal/projekt.en.html) conducted since 2014 by the Heidelberg Academy of Sciences and Humanities. It aims at bringing together experts for the study of documents in pre-modern societies, with a special focus on South Asia, but also including insights gained with material from beyond this regional context.
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